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Cat burglars club meeting, 1977
Ink and watercolour on paper, 28 x 21.5 cm
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When Karen Kilimnik’s (*1955) work
began turning up in group shows
around 1989, the New York art world,
or at least the part of it where I fit in,
was electrified. This art was coming
from a bewilderingly unfamiliar position free of the codified modes –
abstraction, Minimalism, Pop, Expressionism. The first things we saw of hers
were scatter installations that looked –
as Rhonda Lieberman put it in a brilliant essay published just a few years
later – “like a collaboration between a
psychotic shut-in, a star-struck teen, and
a witty manipulator of faux naïveté”,
and “Jane drawings”, a series of handwritten, unillustrated texts that seemed
intended as spells conjuring a multitude
of baroque deaths for a rival: JANE FALLS

DOWN ON THE STREET A JAGUAR HITS HER, JANE
GETS A SERIAL KILLER ANNOYED, AND SO ON.

The energetic and cheerfully
aggressive sensibility of these early works
came as a thrill to viewers who’d been
lulled by the cool ironies of, for instance,

the Baudrillardian neo-geo that had so
recently won the public’s plaudits. I don’t
think many of us gave much thought to
the fact that this unruly young artist who
seemed to come out of nowhere (the New
York view of her hometown Philadelphia)
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“Early Drawings”, 1976–98. Installation view,
Eva Presenhuber, 2022

was actually in her mid-thirties. What had
Kilimnik (*1955) been up to until then?
We never thought to ask. Belatedly, this
survey of more than two decades of works
on paper begins to suggest an answer:
Out of the public eye, Kilimnik had simply
been Kilimnik all along. Although the
show’s title is “Early Drawings 1976–
1998”, the sixty-two works on view also
include a brand-new drawing from 2022
– a mise-en-abyme of part of the present
show – as well as three delicious little
sculptures of birds’ nests dating from
2005. A show of the same title, but with
different works, took place at Sprüth Magers in London in spring this year.
Circa 1989, we didn’t realise that
Kilimnik, far from being a punk berserker,
was going to reveal herself as a wittily nostalgic painter of insatiable desires embodied in fairy tale fantasies of unattainable
high life and Joseph Cornellian wonder
worlds, mixing ballet and witches, George
Stubbs and Vogue, castles and airports,
reindeer and the Addams family. But
really, she’s been the same artist all along,
still with the fierce demand that life live
up to its dream image. One ink and
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watercolour piece from 1977 could have
been inspired by ones in The New Yorker:
In what seems to be a grand though
sketchily depicted interior, three women
sitting in front of a cosy fire raise their
glasses in a toast; an envelope laying on
the floor gives the address “1 E. 72nd St
NY NY”. The caption shows one of the
women saying “1RST WE GET THE FLOOR PLANS”,
but it’s the drawing’s title that explains
what’s going on: cat burglars club meeting. So, these are rich Upper East Side
women who practice breaking and entering as a hobby, maybe even as art – for the
thrill, not the money, because too much,
after all, is never enough. The overtly narrative nature of this piece is perhaps its
limitation, but one that Kilimnik would
soon eschew. A couple of untitled drawings from 1981 are clearly derived from
the same magazine’s portrait of a longhaired woman but the image has been cut
off just above her nostrils – lacking eyes,
her expression and identity remain mysterious, though the tight set of her mouth,
in one case tinted with lavender watercolour, perhaps suggests her self-satisfaction.
A scattering of logos at the bottom of each

drawing includes one for Fu Jow Pai, a
Chinese martial art that (as I learn from
Wikipedia) takes inspiration from the tactics of an attacking tiger, with “ripping,
tearing, clawing and grasping” moves.
The drawings evoke a glamour that is
enigmatic but threatening. As Fu Jow Pai
would demand, the artist’s line is decisive,
slashing.
Seeing Kilimnik’s drawings in
quantity, I reflect on the difference
between them and her paintings. The
paintings are mostly concerned with
houses and landscapes, animals and flowers, decorative and emblematic motifs,
but her draftsmanship takes inspiration
from the human image; the face may be
deleted but the result is still a sort of portrait. Painting offers a space the imagination can enter, but it’s through drawing
that the imagination is peopled – and
what populates it are alternative avatars
of the self. Another way to put it: The
paintings are more about what one might
have, the drawings about what one might
be. But they’re all about impossibility –
tiger’s leaps into the unattainable.
Barry Schwabsky
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